Consider the advantages of Jorgensen's Metal Roofing— Lightweight and Competitively Priced

- AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF PROFILES AND COLORS
  Four Profiles — Seven Colors
- EASY TO INSTALL
  No Specialty Trades Required
- LOW MAINTENANCE
  Long Lasting
- IDEAL FOR HAWAII'S CLIMATE
  Termite-Proof
- MANUFACTURED IN HAWAII
  Immediate Delivery

For more complete information and specifications call 841-4281

EARLE M. JORGENSEN CO.
STEEL • CULVERT • FASTENERS • GALVANIZING • ROLL FORMING
2655 Waiwai Loop, Honolulu, Hawaii 96820 • (808) 841-4281
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Learn the ground rules. It could save your life.

Any construction crew working around high voltage power lines at a job site can't afford surprises.

That's why the Safety Division at Hawaiian Electric encourages you and your crew to know and obey the 10 Foot Rule which requires construction equipment to be kept at least 10 feet from electrical power lines.

HECO's Safety Division also urges you to call the Customer Engineering Department at 548-5604 for free consultation. They will assist in developing means by which you can avoid electrical contacts at your particular job site.

In addition, you will be aided with technical advice, inspection and even assistance on entry into certain restricted HECO facilities.
Environmental Awareness Education
A Visual Symposium

by MICHAEL JAMES LEINEWEBER, AIA

Why Environmental Awareness Education?
"As Science and Religion attempt to make the world habitable and existence bearable, the environmental arts attempt to make the world livable."
A. La Moyne Garside
Speaking for the Hawaii Art Education Association

"Whether an artist creates a postage stamp, a painting, a corn flakes box or a megalopolitan complex, the result must be a recognition of the combination of the infinite questions of the imagination with answers from fixed and finite physical resources. The means and the ends are both part of the landscape and we must realize it."
John Wisnosky
Speaking for the Department of Art, University of Hawaii

"Architecture is probably the single most important factor in the physical makeup of our society. If we are to make any substantial gains in the quality of living, aside from the technical advances, we are going to have to raise the level of the general public's expectations in our environmental envelope. It is therefore vital that we educate our youth in the quality of architecture and its effect on their lives."
Elmer Botsai, FAIA
Speaking for the Department of Architecture, University of Hawaii

"The young people in our schools today have the responsibility of shaping and preserving the environment in which they will live tomorrow. We have an obligation to provide them with every available means of developing and refining their sense of awareness to the best qualities of both natural and man-made environment. Because perceiving, thinking and feeling are equally stressed in any creative

Continued on Page 7
This beautiful new Honolulu restaurant believes in Ceramic Tile

The Honolulu Old Spaghetti Factory is No. 15 in that organization's chain of restaurants. Diners in Oregon, Washington, California, Utah, Colorado, Idaho, Missouri and Louisiana previously have learned to their pleasure that the Old Spaghetti Factory means excellent old and new world food and beverages served in delightful surroundings at surprisingly low prices.

And wise use of Ceramic Tile is a part of the successful Old Spaghetti Factory formula. Simple, practical Ceramic Tile on walls and floors of big and busy kitchen here makes that vital area easy to keep clean—lastingly bright—with endurance to stand up to hard use without showing wear. Yes, Ceramic Tile—lowest cost material of all for the life of the installation.

Then in restrooms Ceramic Tile again for enduring quality—this time in luxurious, colorful, gleaming beauty.

Yes, Manager George Pallotta, Jr. is rightfully proud of both food and facilities the Old Spaghetti Factory in the Ward Warehouse now brings to Honolulu for the enjoyment of residents and visitors alike.

CERAMIC TILE, MARBLE & TERRAZZO BELONG IN HAWAII

These great materials, more and more are getting major attention from developers of the finer buildings of all kinds here as they work with architects, interior designers and contractors. Helping, too, are the qualified, reliable contractors who take part in their own industry-wide Tile Promotion Program...people ready with ideas, accurate estimates, up to the minute industry developments and on time delivery to fit your schedules.

Contact any of these Promotion Program participants:

A-1 Tile of Hawaii Corp. 682-4576
Atlas Tile Inc. 839-7403
Classic Tile Corp. 841-6893
Costa, Hank Tile Co. 533-4989
Custom Ceramics 538-3537
Hawaii Tile and Marble 839-5102
Honolulu Roofing Co. Ltd. 941-4451
Kunishige, S. Tile Contractor 734-3340
Lani's Tile Co. 235-1144
Logan Tile Co. 262-5754
Nan-Cor Tile Company 488-5591
Pacific Terrazzo & Tile Corp. 671-4056
Pacific Tile Co., Inc. 841-8534
Pezzani, Bob Ceramic Tile 261-1580
Sato, Robert Ceramic Tile 841-8811
Wichert Tile Ltd. 955-6631

ARCHITECTS, DESIGNERS, BUILDERS, Please Note
Every week in advertising in the Honolulu Sunday Star Bulletin & Advertiser Hawaii's tile contractors call special attention to you with this message:

"Building? Remodeling? Redecorating?
Ask your architect, designer or builder about the beauties and values of Ceramic Tile."

Tile, Marble & Terrazzo Industry Promotional Program
Attention: John P. Brack
Honolulu, HI 96817
1405 N. King Street, Suite 302
Environmental Awareness Education
A Visual Symposium
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process, it would seem logical that one of the best approaches to the development of perceptual awareness to environmental needs would be through Art Education."

Violet A. Scott Speaking for the Honolulu Academy of Arts Art Center

"The State Foundation on Culture and the Arts is deeply convinced of the necessity and importance of the role of the arts in achieving greater satisfaction in life and in society and toward the continued humanization of the race. It is dedicated to the exposure and involvement of all children of all ages to experiences and activities in all art forms, as an integral and ongoing part of their education. Only with fully developed senses and perceptions, imagination and creative powers, and the ability to discriminate between the good and the less good, will they rise to the potential with which they are endowed, and make contributions throughout their adult lives, which society and humanity has the right to expect...."

Alfred Preis Speaking for the State Foundation on Culture and the Arts

"Our architecture, at once, influences our health and spirit, and reflects our values. Changes in our architectural environment create significant physiological and emotional reactions within us. The Hawaii Art Education Association is timely in leading efforts toward teaching awareness of Hawaii's built environment in the K-12 systems. There is the possibility to equip each citizen with the skills essential to dealing positively in his or her part in shaping the architectural environment."

L. Dixon Steinbright, AIA Speaking for the Hawaii Society American Institute of Architects

"The Hawaii Chapter of the American Society of Landscape Architects is convinced that art and environmental education at an early age continuing throughout life is of utmost importance. Environmental awareness by children and the general public, as well as the landscape architect's continued education, are vital to a healthy community. Because of this commitment, we are happy to be here to co-sponsor this symposium on Environmental Awareness Education and appreciate the work of the sponsoring organization, the Hawaii Art Education Association."

Thomas P. Papandrew Speaking for the Hawaii Chapter, American Society of Landscape Architects

Pulling the subject together in a recent symposium sponsored by the aforementioned groups were a variety of commentators. Emiko Kudo introduced the program for the Hawaii State Department of Education by speaking on Environmental Awareness Education and appreciate the work of the sponsoring organization, the Hawaii Art Education Association."

Thomas P. Papandrew Speaking for the Hawaii Chapter, American Society of Landscape Architects

Francis Oda next made a presentation on "Our Urban Environment." His contention was that our natural environment can be preserved through careful urbanization. Oda also offered a view that urban design is a phenomenon dependent on widespread education for its effective evolution into a collective political art form. Conversely, without Environmental Awareness Education, Oda felt that good urban design in a democracy was impossible. In summarizing, Oda took a very realistic look at currently preferred modes of urbanization, along with our dependency on the automobile to achieve these modes, and then reviewed some alternative urban configurations that might satisfy

"Our architecture at once, influences our health and spirit, and reflects our values."

L. Dixon Steinbright, AIA

"The Shaping of Open Space" and Children's Perception of Open Space. Beginning with his own boyhood impressions of farm life, Wolbrink then illustrated some of Hawaii's important landscaped open spaces, such as Kapiolani Park, Thomas Square, and Ala Moana Park. He also traced his involvement in the evolution of Hawaii State Land Use Law up to the present coastal zone and statewide planning initiatives.

Continued on Page 8
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Emiko Kudo: A program for the Hawaii State Department of Education.

Donald Wolbrink, FASLA: Boyhood Impressions of farm life.

Francis Oda, AIA: Urban design as a phenomenon and a collective political art form.

Aase Erikson, Ph.D.: "Visual literacy" and working with children.
our current expectations in terms of density and mobility.

Vladimir Ossipoff concluded the visual presentations with his own views of "An Architect's Environment." In beginning with an intergalactic "Star Wars" environment, Ossipoff explored both the infinite as well as the finite elements of space, and how it was used and defined at many levels of size and scale. Drawing on examples from his own work as well as work of others which he admired, Ossipoff presented a wealth of visual material.

The conclusion of the program was a national view on architecture and environmental Arts in Education, provided by Elmer Botsai, FAIA, currently president, American Institute of Architects, and Aase Erikson, Hon. AIA, national coordinator, Architects in the Schools Program, as well as director of Educational Futures, Inc., Philadelphia, and Built-Environment Education Center, Philadelphia.

Botsai traced the perception of urban development as the subjugation of nature, or the U.S. pioneer ethic. This development produced an essentially urban society, in which the creation of spaces through works of architecture is so pervasive that it is either taken for granted or not recognized. Nonetheless, maintained Botsai, civilizations are known and ultimately

Continued on Page 10
For True Elegance

NATURE'S BEST AND MOST DURABLE MATERIALS . . .
NATURAL MARBLES AND GRANITES.
SURPRISINGLY COMPETITIVE IN COST
TO ITS PLASTIC IMITATIONS.

HAwAII MARBLE & GRANITE CO., LTD.
HAwAII'S BEST EQUIPPED NATURAL STONE DEALER
SERVING HAwAII FOR 40 YEARS
6SO KAKOi ST. / HONOLULU, HAwAII 96819 / PHONE 847-2695

Environmental Awareness
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judged by their architecture. Despite the "status" of architecture as a reflection of our society, Botssai maintained that there was a nearly total lack of understanding of architecture as art.

Botssai concluded with a series of concrete proposals, one of which was a statement that the American Institute of Architects and the University of Hawaii would be bringing specific educational options to educators in the State of Hawaii.

Botssai then introduced Dr. Erikson, as a leader in the field of architectural education. Erikson congratulated the attendees, and the State of Hawaii in general, on the level of interest in art and architectural education. She observed that the University of Hawaii School of Architecture was, to her knowledge, the first in the county to begin teaching environmental awareness.

Erikson stated that awareness was the essential first step in understanding, acting, and consequently bringing about change and the humanizing of our built environment. Erikson felt that the issue of "visual literacy" had to be addressed in the schools, using architects as consultants, and at the same time training architects to communicate with children, sensitizing them to the opportunities and demands of working with children.

Erikson concluded with her own firsthand observations of successful programs around the country, and the awareness that these programs engender of the role and use of architects in shaping our built environment. She noted especially the small scale and growing involvement of architects in the conservation of urban environments through renovation of the existing, often small buildings which have contributed so much to our perception and enjoyment of the environment.
TWO-STAGE COMPRESSORS
A complete, self-contained air system. Built-in performance features such as RingFlow lubrication, which force feeds oil to every wearing surface; high efficiency water-type valves; Timken tapered roller main bearings. All add up to long life, with minimum maintenance. 15 to 200 HP. Air or water cooled.

ROTARY-SCREW COMPRESSORS
Quiet. Noise level ratings well under Walsh-Healy requirements. A single-stage positive displacement type. It has only two rotating parts, making the operation free of vibration and the pulsation of compression. Each is designed for 24-hour continuous service at rated pressure with constant efficiency. Easy to install. 15 to 200 HP. Air or water cooled.

K-LINE COMPRESSORS
Rugged, higher horsepower, air cooled. No water or drain lines. Quiet, low lift-type concentric ring-caged valve assemblies, interchangeable I-beam type connecting rods, replaceable precision steel backed, babbitted connecting rod bearings. Ring Flow lubrication force feeds oil to every wearing surface. Completely engineered packages, base mounted or as pump only, 25 to 125 HP.

COMPRESSOR AIR DRYERS
Air cooled refrigeration type. 35°F pressure dew point. Regular line to 2000 cfm. K-A will dry compress air at 100 psig to a pressure dew point as low as 35°F. Some models designed to handle air-in temperatures up to 130°F at ambient to 110°F. Some service pressures up to 300 psig. Ask for bulletin KAR71.

AMFAC DISTRIBUTION CO., LTD.
deROCHER
2846 Awaawalo St., Honolulu, Hawaii Phone 839-9021
Kauai 335-5475 Maui 877-5957

* Interior Office Partitions
* Tub-master tub & shower doors
* Built-in ironing centers
* Skylights

all available through
T.R. COMPANY
1517 Kapiolani Blvd.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814
PHONE 949-2011

Most items in stock!
CLIENT: Island Federal Savings and Loan Association

PROBLEM: The building housing the branch had been recently remodeled with a historic theme, and is within the historic district of Chinatown. The design of the interior, therefore, had to accommodate the modern equipment and efficient customer processing required by savings and loans, within an environment which was sympathetic to the character of the building.

PROGRAM: Required stations: 6 tellers, 2 new accounts, 1 manager, 1 business agent, future desk.
Check writing counters
Customer waiting
Four computer terminal areas
Machine counter and file area
Staff room with kitchenette
Appropriate air conditioning system connected to existing air handler
Appropriate lighting system connected to existing system
Appropriate signage and graphics

COMPLETION: December 1977
COST: $49,626
CONTRACTOR: Robert M. Kaya Builders, Inc.
FURNITURE: Martin & MacArthur Enterprise, Ltd.
ARCHITECT: Ishihara Oda Wong & Partners, Inc., fka Group '70 Lab, Inc.
Jury Comments:
The jury wishes to commend the successful endeavor to combine contemporary design with traditional furniture elements. The furnishings are the outstanding design feature, achieving the fluid mixture of contemporary with traditional.

The entrance transition could have had more clarity and the ceiling lighting seemed unresolved.
A Solution to a Typical Problem:
The design of a commercially viable office and rental structure within the strictly defined building envelope of a community shopping center.

REQUIREMENTS: 1— A facility of 6,000 square feet, approximately 3,000 square feet to be used by Island Federal, the remainder to be leased until the space is needed for expansion purposes.
2— Accommodations for 4 tellers and 1 manager, with space and electrical provisions made for 2 additional tellers.
3— An animal exhibit to be a focus of interest for all persons in the shopping center.
4— A community room to be used for meetings, art classes, lectures, which may be held at times when the savings and loan is closed.

EXTRAORDINARY CONDITIONS: 1— An explicitly defined rectangular building envelope of 6,000 square feet in area with an agreed height consistent with the heights of adjacent shopping center buildings.
2— The soil condition at the site was such that a possible 4" to 6" settling of the building had to be prevented.

SITE: A detached rectangular parcel located at one end of the shopping center. The site faces a sea of cars with minimal landscaping and with a narrow perimeter sidewalk.

SOLUTION: In order to create exterior and interior spaces for shoppers which might offer a richness of experience not otherwise available in the shopping center, extended negotiations were held with the developers and their architect to allow use of the space of several parking spaces abutting the building for a landscaped animal exhibit, and to allow us to break out of the prescribed rectangle on the front of the building.

Continued on Page 16
Jury Comments:
The jury acknowledges creative reuse of corporate identity and imagery. Innovative design, incorporating an existing lineal building and exposing interesting internal elevations.

Some jurors felt that the greenhouse is a contrived element.
Great business sense:

A corporate discount at Hertz

Open a corporate account with us and make traveling a pleasure. You’ll get discounts on any Hertz car you rent with fewer hassles at airports. And you get your choice of billing systems. There’s no charge to open an account. So join the No. 1 Club, and drive a quality Hertz car on all your trips!

To establish a Hertz Corporate Account, phone 922-6449.

(From the Neighbor Islands, please call collect.)

Hertz rents Fords and other fine cars.

HS/AIA Merit Award
Commercial

ISLAND FEDERAL WAIMALU BRANCH
Ishihara Oda Wong & Partners, Architects

Continued from Page 15

1— The opposite diagram describes the given condition as described in lease.

2— The definition of entries to the building and the allocation of the parking spaces to landscaping began to define spaces where people could walk, sit and enter. This definition also served to imply the separation of tenants from Island Federal (separate entrances) still allowing a consistent future image when Island Federal occupies the entire building.

3— A solarium window was strung along the walking area as a place of exhibition and an enticement to enter. The animal exhibit was located in the formerly designated parking area to give people a reason to sit and watch.

4— Finally landscaping was extensively used to more clearly define spaces, to emphasize interior/exterior relationships and for shade and color. For example, the addition of 3 trees in front of the solarium windows provided a clear separation of the pedestrian walk from the parking area. The play of these trees on the surface of the solarium window promises to add a dimensional quality to the facade in terms of motion, color, light and shade (which will improve as the trees mature). The desired result is a “sense of place” or the creation of a place at the edge of this large parking area in the middle of a suburban shopping center which is somehow identifiable and pleasant. This “place making” was our underlying concept in creating a building within the explicitly set rectangular parameters of this problem.

We continued an interior planning scheme which we initiated at an earlier branch in order to maximize personal interactions between employees and savers as follows:

1— Stand-up transactions were eliminated in favor of sit-down transactions and teller counters were eliminated in favor of desks.

2— All machinery normally located in the workroom beyond public view was placed behind the tellers so that tellers and customers could maintain visual contact during all transactions.

3— The branch manager’s desk, normally in a private rear area, was situated near the entrance as a reflection of his expanded role of greeting customers.
VITAL DATA:

Bldg. Area:
- Island Fed': 3,120 sq. ft.
- Leased spaces: 2,880 sq. ft.

Cost:
- Building: $378,762
- Landscape: 8,000
- Furniture & equipment: 23,400
- Monkey cage: 19,146

Contractor: S. Iwane, Inc.

Completion: Sept. 30, 1975

Consultants:
- Structural—Sato & Kuniyoshi
- Landscape—Walter Kimura and Associates
- Electrical—Bennett & Drane
- Mechanical—Philip Wu & Associates

Handcrafted Hi-density
COMPLETE COLOR FLEXIBILITY
CONCRETE Floor Tile and Pavers
Now Manufactured Locally On THE BIG ISLAND

CAL-GA-CRETE HAWAII, INC.
BOX 3096 WAIKOLOA VILLAGE KAMUELA, HI. 96743 PH. 883-9300

Your Key to Better Living
We make you look good.

We at Kenneth Shioi and Company know how to execute your plans into exactly what you had in mind. We're specialists at new home construction, home improvements, roofing and any other quality general construction.

Call us when you want the job done right and get thirty years in business know-how for your client.

KENNETH SHIOI & CO., LTD.
Oahu: 98-720 Kuahao Pl.
Pearl City, Hawaii 96782
Phone: 487-2441
Kauai: Lihue Industrial Park
Phone: 245-3975
Contractor’s License
No. ABC388
In February 1977, the Hawaii Society/AIA voted to join the Construction Industry Legislative Organization for a two-year trial marriage. Just prior to that vote the February 1977 Hawaii Architect carried an article by this writer, which described the organization and discussed the pros and cons of HS/AIA becoming a paid and active member of CILO. At that time, certain great pluses were seen in supporting CILO, and some important questions remained which were not answered.

The halfway point in this engagement is well past and at the November 18 State Convention we will have to make the decision to get married, end the engagement, or simply to continue the trial a little longer. Let's examine the results of the last legislative session and the more "day-to-day" aspects of the relationship.

Undoubtedly the biggest controversy and disappointment to HS/AIA was CILO's lack of support on S.B. 1160, the A-E Selection Bill. This bill was perhaps the focal point of HS/AIA legislative activity in the last legislative session. At a duly called and publicized meeting we voted unanimously for support of the bill. In an election year, with legislators hungry for campaign dollars, the powerful CILO's non-support of the A-E Selection Bill may have been tantamount to killing it. So where does that leave the HS/AIA?

The responsible policy-making body of CILO is its board of directors. This group is composed of at least one director from each of the islands and the seven different membership categories—HS/AIA is in the "Design Professionals" category—plus additional members based on the number of members within that category. To insure that no one group can dominate the others, a maximum of six directors is allowed from any group.

It is very important to the following discussion to realize that a particular representative is neither nominated nor elected solely by members of that category but rather by the general membership of CILO. While it is assumed the people elected to the board will represent the majority viewpoint of that industry segment, it is clear that this easily may not be the case.

In addition to the decision-making board, CILO is composed of a support infrastructure which includes its staff and various committee structures. The six major committees include the Legislative Policy Committee, political action, membership, program, finance and personnel committees. The committees have a broad representation system similar to that of the board. Alan Holl AIA, HS/AIA president, is presently on the Legislative Policy Committee.

To begin the machinations, AIA and Consulting Engineers Council members of the Policy Committee brought up the A-E Selection Bill for consideration. To quote from a letter by Gordon Scruton, chairman of the committee:

"The matter was referred to the Cont..."
sumer Affairs and the Budget and CIP subcommittees who recommended approval. The Policy Committee agreed and presented it to a general membership meeting where only one person spoke against it. The Policy Committee moved it up to a priority item and presented it to the board. The board deleted it entirely from the program because it was stated that design professionals themselves were badly divided over the issue and the CILO should not take a position until they got their act together and were really sure it was what they wanted.

The design professional organizations... went back to their members. Through resolutions and official votes... they voted overwhelmingly for supporting the bill. The AIA, CEC, American Institute of Planners, and American Society of Landscape Architects were unanimous in their support while the Hawaii Society of Professional Engineers and the American Society of Civil Engineers voted 90 percent in favor. If there were a significant number of design professionals who opposed the measure they had plenty of opportunity to express themselves in their own organizations.

The Policy Committee discussed again the issue in great detail and finally voted unanimously to recommend that the board reconsider its previous action and add this to the official CILO Legislative Program. But the board went into executive session (so no one would know how they voted) and refused to make even a "paper endorsement" or make any amendments to take care of any problem areas.

One other point: CILO endorsement of S.B. 1160 and H.B. 1449 would not have jeopardized any of CILO's 1978 legislative goals and objectives.

So what happened in that closed door session? Exact alignments are uncertain but it is known that the representative of the design professionals category to the board opposed the bill—he was, incidentally, that "one person" who spoke against the bill at the CILO general membership meeting. This individ-

Continued on Page 20
Solid Citizen of the Neighbor Islands!

Ever think of Concrete as a conservation material? It is, you know. It's a recycling of Hawaii's most plentiful resource, our soil and rocks. And it needs no oil-based products to protect it from termites. Termites hate it.

Especially on the Neighbor Islands, Concrete's long range economy is the logical answer to future building needs, low rise or otherwise. And when you combine economy with logic, you get eco-logic. Concrete's about as ecological as you can get!

Developer, architect, builder, and woodman — SPARE THAT TREE!
in our original debates over membership. The organization waded through 4,000 bills that were offered in the last legislative session to focus on the ones of interest to components of the construction industry.

It introduced us to the realities of legislative lobbying, it kept track of the bills, did research, plumbed components of the industry for reactions, took positions and pushed them in its typically adept manner.

Certain individuals within the CILO even helped us draft and pursue our support of A-E Selection.

Some members of HS/AIA learned a lot, which, let us hope, will continue to aid us in a quest for more voice in our own and Hawaii’s fate.

It appears that the Society has been delivered many invaluable services—and one big slap in the face. On this evidence it is still difficult to assign a verdict to the past 16 months experience.

One adjacent topic is germaine to this discussion. Many of those invaluable services enumerated were never utilized for many relevant bills.

If one views the totality of the HS/AIA effort in the second session of the Ninth Legislature it becomes painfully obvious that in most cases the Society took no position at all.

Many of the bills of importance to the construction industry were not of direct design concern to architects but were bills dealing with business concerns which affect all architects in one way or another. A good example is the reserve ratio experience rating for unemployment compensation payments, but it is only one of many.

We are basically a NO POSITION organization in many instances.

It may behoove architects to take a firmer stand on many issues, but we have been limited by lack of experience, time, and funds. Jim Reinhardt, AIA, HS/AIA president-elect, has been placed in charge of a group responsible for plotting possible courses of action the Society might take to increase its effectiveness in this regard.

Included in the scope of that examination will necessarily be the relationship of CILO to HS/AIA. Methods of presenting issues to and polling AIA members will have to be discussed. A goal of setting general policy positions for the executive committee to follow in taking public stands must be established. All these are issues related to our involvement with the Construction Industry Legislative Organization.

In this writer’s opinion, we’ve had a mixed bag of results so far. Let’s face the fact that architects right now need some help on the legislative front. CILO is helping us. We must fight like hell to counter a bad blow—but covering up and leaning on the ropes isn’t the way to counterpunch. I think it is worth another limited engagement to see if we can make some more progress from within.
The Hawaii State Bar Association Annual Directory lists, with photos, some 1,500 members of the Hawaii Bar, plus student members enrolled in the School of Law at the University of Hawaii. It also features a telephone directory of various public and private contacts frequently required by lawyers.

For the first time, the 1978 edition is being made available for sale by permission of the Association. The price is $10 per copy postpaid. When 10 or more are ordered at one time and accompanied by single payment, the price is $9 per copy. Payment must accompany all orders. Tax is included in the price.

Enclosed is $___________ for _______ copies of the 1978 Hawaii State Bar Association's Annual Directory.

Name: ____________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________

Orders will be sent by third-class mail. Mainland orders requiring the speed of first-class delivery should add $1 per copy for extra postage.
A solar system is only as good as its components.

Rheem, PPG, Grundfos, Heliotrope General, Fulflo. These are names that have been well respected in the building trade for years. That's why, after extensive research and testing, The Gas Company looked to these name brands when we selected the components for our solar water heating system.

Our solar collector panels, designed and manufactured by PPG Industries, feature tempered glass and all-copper absorber plates and waterways. And the high density insulation of our Rheem storage tank offers twice as much heat retention as an average water heater.

The stainless steel Grundfos pump is water lubricated, quick starting, quiet and efficient. And our Fulflo water filter prevents sediment from fouling the solar panels and pump.

Add a Heliotrope General differential thermostat and insulated copper tubing, and you can see that The Gas Company's solar system is designed with both reliability and durability in mind.

It's no accident that The Gas Company chose components manufactured by firms with time-proven reputations. After all, we've been serving the community for more than seventy years ourselves.

Call Mark Hertel at:

SOLAR
DIVISION OF
THE GAS COMPANY
548-2166
A PACIFIC RESOURCES, INC. COMPANY

An equal opportunity employer
On April 25, 1978, the Supreme Court of the United States decided the case of the National Society of Professional Engineers v. United States in favor of the Department of Justice.

The United States brought this civil antitrust suit against NSPE in 1972 "alleging that members had agreed to abide by canons of ethics prohibiting the submission of competitive bids for engineering services and that, in consequence, price competition among the members had been suppressed and customers had been deprived of the benefits of free and open competition. The complaint prayed for an injunction terminating the unlawful agreement."

In defense, NSPE argued that the standard was reasonable because "competition among professional engineers was contrary to the public interest," "the practice of awarding engineering contracts to the lowest bidder, regardless of quality, would be dangerous to the public health, safety, and welfare," and certain practices by members of learned professions might survive scrutiny under a Rule of Reason even though they would be viewed as a violation of the Sherman Act in another context.

The District Court granted the injunction against the canon, holding that the ethical prohibition was "on its face a tampering with the price structure of Section 1 of the Sherman Act." The Court of Appeals slightly modified the injunction and affirmed the District Court judgment.

The Supreme Court, on Writ of Certiorari, affirmed the judgment of the Court of Appeals. Justice Stevens wrote the opinion of the court, excerpts of which follow:

"There are . . . two complementary categories of antitrust analysis. In the first category are agreements whose nature and necessary effect are so plainly anticompetitive that no elaborate study of the industry is needed to establish their illegality—they are illegal per se; in the second category are agreements whose competitive effect can only be evaluated by analyzing the facts peculiar to the business, the history of the restraint, and the reasons why it was imposed.

"In either event, the purpose of the analysis is to form a judgment about the competitive significance of the restraint; it is not to decide whether a policy favoring competition is in the public interest, or in the interest of the members of an industry.

". . . an agreement that 'interferes with the setting of price by free market forces' is illegal on its face. . . . In this case we are presented with an agreement among competitors to refuse to discuss prices with potential customers until after negotiations have resulted in the initial selection of an engineer. While this is not price fixing as such, . . . it operates as an absolute ban on competitive bidding, applying with equal force to both complicated and simple projects and to both inexperienced and sophisticated customers. . . . On its face, this agreement restrains trade within the meaning of Section 1 of the Sherman Act.

"It may be, as petitioner argues, that competition tends to force prices down and that an inexpensive item may be inferior to one that is more costly. There is some risk, therefore, that competition will cause some suppliers to market a defective product. Similarly, competitive bidding for engineering projects may be inherently impressive and incapable of taking into account all the variables which will be involved in the actual performance of the project.

"Based on these considerations, a purchaser might conclude that his interest in quality—which may embrace the safety of the end product—outweighs the advantages of achieving cost savings by putting one competitor against another.

"Or an individual vendor might independently refrain from price negotiation until he has satisfied himself that he fully understands the scope of his customers' needs.

"These decisions might be reasonable; indeed, petitioner has provided ample documentation for that thesis. But these are not reasons that satisfy the Rule; nor are such individual decisions subject to antitrust attack."

"The Sherman Act does not require competitive bidding; it prohibits unreasonable restraints on competition. . . ."
with deception, like the similar equation with safety hazards, is simply too broad."

It reiterated the statement of the Court of Appeals that "if the Society wishes to adopt some other ethical guideline more closely confined to the legitimate object of preventing deceptively low bids, it may move the district court for modification of the decree."

IMPACT

What does all this mean for members of the American Institute of Architects? Initially, that the court's decision has very little effect. The AIA signed a consent degree in 1972 on the same subject and is talking to the Department of Justice to insure that its ethical standards do not violate either antitrust laws or the Constitution's First Amendment. The decision does not affect any existing or proposed architect-engineer selection procedure or law of the federal government, any state or local government or any private client.

At the same time, the AIA executive vice president, David O. Meeker reaffirmed the belief of AIA that the selection of professionals is not in the best interests of the client. There was some hope that the court would indicate clear antitrust guidelines for voluntary professional associations which adopt standards that are higher than the law demands for the public health, safety and welfare. This was not done.

The AIA continues to work with the National Society of Professional Engineers and other engineering societies to establish legislative procedures for all levels of government procurement which would require that the selection and negotiation with architectural and engineering firms be based on those best qualified to do the job.
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OPEN 24 HRS.
(except the wee hours of Monday morning)
Early riser breakfast, Businessman's lunch,
Family style dinner, late evening snacks

COLUMBIA INN
645 KAPIOLANI BLVD. HONOLULU

THE BUSINESS LUNCH CAN BE BETTER THAN EVER.

PAGODA
1525 Rycroft Street
Phone 941-6611

TOP OF THE BOULEVARD

Arthur's
Luncheon served from 11AM to 2PM.
Monday thru Friday. Cocktails till closing
at 10 PM. Light lunches on Saturdays.
In the Davies Pacific Center, on
Merchant and Alakea Sts. Phone 521-7133.

GARDEN COURT
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Self-service Catering
We prepare the food you want—you pick it
up in non-refundable containers. An
inexpensive way to host T.G.I.F. or paa-hana
parties, receptions, or use our banquet
room and facilities adjacent to the Garden
Court Restaurant at Ala Moana.
Phone 941-2345 ext. 6006.

LIBERTY HOUSE

PANCAKE HOUSE RESTAURANT

Smitty's
BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER • SNACKS
Monday thru Friday 7:00 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday 7:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Ala Moana Shopping Center
Shop 1235—Street Level Map
Telephone 946-6442
FAMILY STYLE DINING

GARDEN COURT
Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge

SELF-SERVICE CATERING
We prepare the food you want—you pick it
up in non-refundable containers. An
inexpensive way to host T.G.I.F. or paa-hana
parties, receptions, or use our banquet
room and facilities adjacent to the Garden
Court Restaurant at Ala Moana.
Phone 941-2345 ext. 6006.

Now, we're open till midnight.

We cordially invite you to come and enjoy our
fine family dining during our new extended hours:
Monday - Friday, 6 a.m. to midnight;
Saturday, 8 a.m. to midnight;
Sunday, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

TERUYA'S
1333 River Street
Phone 533-1218

Fashion Show
Every Wed. 12 to 1 p.m.
PrettY WoMAN BOUTIQUE
( at Pearllridge Shopping Center)

Canoe Hut
Restaurant & Lounge
2628 Waiwai Loop (Airport area)
under new management

La Mancha
601 Keauhou St. Ph: 941-6666
Ample Free Parking

Invest your lunch hour wisely.

La Mancha offers businessmen a convenient
meeting place for lunch. Facilities to accommodate
large groups are also available. A bountiful salad bar
and hearty entrees make La Mancha a capital idea.
Good things in store!

From the casework and fixturing departments of IMUA have come some of the fine trappings that surround Hawaii's shoppers as they browse or buy. You compose the architectural ingredients, IMUA will translate your work in beautiful and convenient terms. Good ideas become good business.

Recommend us. You do yourself a favor. And we, of course, appreciate the confidence. We work hard to earn it.

833-1811

A view of one section of Imua's fabricating plant.

A beautiful interior in Christopher II at the Hyatt Regency.

IMUA
BUILDER SERVICES, LTD.

Plant, Warehouse, and Yard at
855 Ahua St., Honolulu 96819